The River Mole Chainsaw Massacre
‘Don’t forget your crash helmets’ was the last email from Dan Bownds a couple of days before what I
thought was going to be a gentle paddle through the Surrey Hills. The start point was a small
residential road in Brockham which looked a bit crowded after five cars and canoes moved in. Ever
conscious of the BCU code of conduct we started a ‘polite and friendly’ conversation with a local
resident who asked us to keep a look out for some gardening equipment that had been stolen
including a new chainsaw.
After getting everyone in safely, including a number of us with limited canoeing experience, we
started off downstream when all of a sudden there was a shout of ‘there’s the chainsaw’ which was
lying in a foot of water. This was a great opportunity for the more experienced and skilful paddlers
to undertake a deep water saw rescue, and eventually we were able all to return the chainsaw to a
slightly surprised but thankful owner.

Waiting for the Chainsaw Rescue drill to be completed
Eventually we set off, on what was a fairly fast moving and windy river which tested those steering
to the full- mostly because of the abundance of trees and other obstructions we had to work our
way through. Amid the tranquil setting and beautiful weather the only sound was that of mild
expletives as someone was scratched by a stray branch or came face to face with a large tree trunk.
After a couple of miles we managed to shoot our first weir – very exciting for those of us not used to
this, and a rapid way to learn the importance of leaning back.
We stopped for an early lunch at one of ‘Surrey's iconic landmarks, the Stepping Stones’ under Box
Hill. There was no mishaps getting in/out or around them, except for one walker who was too
focused on watching us eat our sarnies and not where she was putting her feet and ended up wet
and a bit embarrassed.

A relaxing lunch at the stepping stones
The final weir seemed rather innocuous, however a combination of a low water and a metal lip
resulted in an unexpected dunking for Peter and Chris despite Peter’s ‘selfless act of heroism with
his left arm in trying to keep them upright’. We all beached the canoes in the shallows and leapt to
help bail out (or take photos and have a water fight with the pump!)

An unexpected bail out
We continued through what was a really beautiful section of the river alive with wildlife (including
two kingfishers that followed us downstream for a long period). Again the stillness punctuated only

by sudden ‘chicanes’ around felled trees, shallows and other obstructions. This included at one point
a rope right across the river at neck height, which we all carefully negotiated except Barnett who
seized on the opportunity to use his rescue knife in anger and took it out Crocodile Dundee style
with a single slash.
The final section of the trip into Fetcham included a long section canoeing over a bright green bed of
weed that made it seem like we were canoeing on a snooker table.

Canoeing over the green baize
Whilst we all finished reasonable tired and somewhat scratched it was an excellent trip including a
good mix of challenge and tranquillity, all helped by simply perfect weather.
Thanks to Dan for organising and leading it, Jenny for the photos and everyone else for making it a
great day.

